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Introduction
The MERGE statement is one of the first statements
a SAS® programmer learns. However merges can
take a considerable amount of processing time,
especially when only a few records of a 10 million
record dataset are needed. This paper will discuss
how and where the MERGE statement can be
replaced with a keyed lookup routine often reducing
I/O and CPU usage by over 90 percent.
Scenario
The Bogus Bulb Company, a purveyor of
questionable quality garden bulbs, has a clientele of
over
ten million
gardeners across the U.S.
Periodically the Company's marketing department
creates special promotions targeting a select number
of customers which will usually consist of no more
than 10 percent of their total clientele. These target
customers, known only by their customer numbers,
are selected based on various criteria including
frequency of purchases, kind and number of bulbs
purchased, climate zone, etc. Once selected, the
customer numbers are then given to the sales
department in the form of a SAS dataset in order to
create the customer mailing list off of the company's
demographics dataset.
Currently the demographics dataset is sorted by the
variables ZIPCODE, STATE, CITY, contains the
variable CUSTNO (which is unique), ADDRESS1
and ADDRESS2 (which are not unique), is updated
once a week, and is not indexed. The target dataset
is sorted by CUSTNO which is unique. Addresses of
the targeted customers are obtained by resorting the
ten million plus records in the demographics dataset
and then merging them with the target dataset. A
process that takes a considerable amount of space
and resources.
Creating the Index
According to SAS, indexes are not recommended for
'WHERE-expression processing if you expect to
retrieve more than one-third of the observations in
the dataset'. Even though in this case we will not be

doing any WHERE-expression processing, the same
principle applies for direct access processing. It has
already been stipulated earlier that no more than ten
percent of the clientele will need to be accessed so
the data is well within the range of SAS
recommendations. In addition the demographic
dataset will only be updated once a week, therefore
the extra processing time to maintain the indexes
will be minimized.
Since only one variable, CUSTNO, needs to be
indexed and has unique values then only a simple
unique index needs to be created using the
DATASETS procedure. However for the purpose of
PROC DATASETS LIBRARY=BOGUS;
MODIFY GEOFILE,
INDEX CREATE CUSTNO/UNIQUE;
INDEX CREATE ADDRESS1;
RUN;
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this paper we will also need to create a second non
unique index to demonstrate keyed sequential access.
Figure 1 contains the statements to create both the
unique and non unique indexes. Also, once created,
the index will automatically be maintained as long
as the dataset is not deleted. These indexes could
have also been created in the data step.
DATA BOGUS.GEOFILE
(INDEX=(CUSTNO/UNIQUE
ADDRESS));
...PROGRAM CODE;
RUN;
ILJXUH 

The Merge Process
The most common method of selecting observations
from one dataset based on observations from a
second dataset is by using the MERGE-expression.
This requires that both datasets either be sorted or
indexed by the lookup variable. This method also
requires reading in every record from both datasets
even if one of them has only ten or twenty records
compared to millions in the second dataset. Code for
the MERGE-expression processing is located in

